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Pippin at the bull training ground 1995, Kevin Garnett in the draft in the first round to the cis position by the Minnesota Timberwolves
selected, and after this season in the selected rookie second team. The picture for the Garnett shooting publicity photos. 93 year,
rookie season Alonzo - Mo rather on behalf of the wasp team to participate in the NBA game. The picture is Johnson Larry (left),
Boggs (middle) and Mo Ning (right). 2000, for the Sydney Olympics, many union players gather together. The picture was taken by
them for the national team. From left are, respectively, Alonzo 7 mo - ning, No. 6 Alan Houston, the 15th Sharif Abdul Rahim, 14 Gary
Payton, 13, Antonio Mcdyess, 10, Kevin Garnett, 9, Vince - Carter, No. 8 Tim Hardaway, 5, Jason Kidd, No. 11 - Baker, 12 Ray Allen,
No. 4, Steve Smith. 1994 West in the first round of the fifth, the Nuggets finally in overtime to 98-94 defeated the sonics, 3-2 will
opponents eliminated. When the final whistle, Mutombo grabbed the last rebounds lying on the pitch has become one of the most
classic moments NBA. This is the first great black eight miracle in the history of NBA. For Mutombo and supersonic "Rain Man" Sean
- Camp inside to. < p > Beijing time on 14 June 1993, the 1992-93 season NBA finals game 4 of the Chicago Bulls team home
game against by Buckley led the Phoenix Suns, the bulls to 111 than 105 victory over the Suns, bull to total score of 4 to 2 victory over
the sun obtained the third championship trophy. The graph is Jordan 2003 in February 18,, in a regular season game in the Lakers at
Staples Center, Kobe Bryant in Yao dunked, sentimental Yao without fear of Kobe,< p > time flies Wushirenfei recall former Lakers
iron triangle in 2000, in the Lakers' staples was bishop of coach Phil Jackson and Shaquille O'Neal and Kobe Bryant together for the
team shooting publicity,< p > Beijing time in Washington, D.C. on February 14, 2001, NBA2000-2001 season all star game held in
Washington, western all star family (from the highest to the lowest, from left to right): Gary Payton, Kobe Bryant and Jason Kidd,
Michael Finley, Chris Webber and Tim Duncan, Karl Malone, Kevin Garnett, Rasheed Wallace, VaraD - Vlade Divac, David
Robinson, Antonio Mcdyess,2001-2002 season, the first two people will be brought into the combination of the king in the Western
Conference finals, the final 4 to 3 lost to the lakers. The graph is Webb - Mike and Beebe - Chris 2000, or the Lakers No. 8 Kobe.
Bryant first won the championship trophy. The graph is the young Bryant Kobe kisses the championship trophy Philadelphia
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